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Abstract 39 

Despite the remarkable diversity of life forms on earth, evolutionary biologists have discovered 40 

numerous instances where even distantly related species share astonishing similarities in how they 41 

behave, look, and function. Given the importance of happenstance in evolution (e.g., random 42 

mutations, genetic drift, environmental stochasticity), it is often assumed that the mechanisms 43 

underlying such convergent phenotypes are distinct. Nevertheless, recent discoveries that the same 44 

pathways can underlie convergently evolved phenotypes have reinvigorated questions about the 45 

predictability of evolution and whether broadly conserved genomic mechanisms facilitate 46 

phenotypic convergence. Here, we generated transcriptomes of the putative teleost homologs of 47 

the mammalian hippocampus and basolateral amygdala, broadly associated with spatial and social 48 

cognition, in six sympatric species of Labridae wrasses that vary in mutualistic cleaning behavior 49 

(including three non-cleaning, two facultative cleaning, and one obligate cleaning species) and 50 

combined differential gene expression, gene co-expression, and phylogenetic comparative 51 

analyses to test two hypotheses about convergent evolution and specialization of mutualistic 52 

cleaning behavior.  We first identify genes and gene modules exhibiting parallel 53 

neurotranscriptomic patterns in the repeated evolution of facultative cleaning. We then examined 54 

whether expression and co-expression patterns associated with facultative cleaning are also shared 55 

in the obligate cleaner species in our dataset and found evidence for transcriptomic concordance, 56 

though no evidence for additional specialization. Taken together, our results provide insights into 57 

the convergent evolution and the neuromolecular basis of cooperative behavior and, more 58 

generally, illustrate the potential of phylogenetic comparative transcriptomics to unravel the 59 

mechanistic underpinnings of the repeated evolution of complex organismal phenotypes. 60 

  61 
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Introduction 62 

For all the spectacular diversity generated in evolution, there are often remarkable 63 

similarities among species in how they behave, look, and function. Such similarity in phenotypes 64 

can reflect both shared evolutionary history – resulting from the multitude of molecular and 65 

developmental pathways shared by any given lineage of organisms – and/or convergent responses 66 

to similar ecological challenges (1–5). While there is now ample empirical evidence suggesting 67 

that convergence is much more common in nature than Gould (6) predicted (3, 7), it is still unclear 68 

to which extent the prevalence of convergence is due to shared evolutionary history (2, 8). First, 69 

studies of convergence often investigate replicate populations of the same or closely related species 70 

(9–13). In this case, the selection pressures of similar environments might eclipse the effects of 71 

historical contingency. At longer timescales, divergence, contingency, and stochasticity among 72 

species are expected to limit the potential for homoplasy (i.e., independently evolved similarity of 73 

a trait) (1, 7, 14). Further, because many distinct genotypes, developmental pathways, and cellular 74 

origins can give rise to functionally equivalent and even homologous phenotypes (15, 16), it has 75 

been suggested that the molecular and physiological processes underlying convergently evolved 76 

organismic traits (e.g., phenotypes or functions with independent evolutionary origins) are more 77 

likely to be nonparallel (i.e., associated with distinct underlying mechanisms) (8, 17–19).  78 

Nevertheless, there are now numerous examples where the same pathways or even genes appear 79 

to have been deployed repeatedly in the service of a convergently evolved phenotype (20–22), 80 

even at the level of the transcriptome (23–28). In fact, recent progress resolving evolutionary 81 

relationships among animals indicates that such homoplasies are much more common than 82 

previously appreciated, even among distantly related taxa (29–31).  83 
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A fascinating example of behavioral convergence is mutualistic cleaning. In this 84 

cooperative behavior, so called ‘cleaner’ species remove ectoparasites and dead tissue from their 85 

‘clients,’ which are often larger species (32, 33). Cleaning mutualisms have independently evolved 86 

in several marine vertebrates and invertebrates including shrimp, crabs, gobies, and wrasses as 87 

well as in fresh water and terrestrial systems (32, reviewed in: , 33, 34). In fishes, repeated 88 

evolution of mutualistic cleaning consists not only of behavioral changes but is also associated 89 

with anatomical convergence in body elongation and musculoskeletal morphology and function of 90 

the feeding apparatus (35–37). The highest proportion and diversity of cleaner fishes are present 91 

in the Labridae wrasses with at least 58 species exhibiting mutualistic cleaning behavior during at 92 

least one life history stage (32, 34, 38). Resulting from an estimated 26 to 30 independent 93 

evolutionary transitions, mutualistic cleaning has emerged in wrasses over relatively recent 94 

evolutionary history (i.e., within the last 20 million years; , 38). Because behavior, like mutualistic 95 

cleaning, is closely tied to the neural transcriptome, repeated transitions to the complex mutualistic 96 

cleaning phenotype across wrasse species allows us to test the hypothesis that rapid and frequent 97 

evolution of complex behavioral phenotypes are facilitated by repeated deployment of parallel 98 

neurotranscriptomic mechanisms.  99 

Within the Labridae wrasses, cleaning behavior varies in ontogenetic timing and 100 

behavioral and cognitive specialization, with some species relying on cleaning as a primary food 101 

source – obligate cleaners – and others cleaning only as juveniles or facultatively throughout 102 

ontogeny – facultative cleaners (32, 38, 39). Increased reliance on cleaning behavior (i.e., in 103 

obligate cleaners) is linked to increased behavioral and cognitive specialization, such as a greater 104 

diversity of client species,  increased duration of cleaning bouts, opportunistic cheating, and 105 

cognitive performance during client interactions (39, 40). Further, behavioral specialization 106 
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correlates with morphological specialization such that the highly specialized obligate cleaner 107 

species exhibit more limited morphological variation and increased body elongation (36). 108 

Interestingly, evolutionary transitions between juvenile and adult cleaners (obligate or facultative) 109 

are phylogenetically correlated suggesting that adult cleaning may have evolved from a juvenile 110 

cleaning state (38), perhaps by maintaining an early life history state via neoteny (or heterochronic 111 

changes in timing of developmental or ontogenetic events that maintain juvenile or early life states 112 

in the adult organism, “paedomorphosis” sensu 41). Though morphological and phylogenetic 113 

correlations suggest similarities in the underlying mechanistic bases and evolutionary trajectories 114 

of obligate and facultative cleaner types, whether the neurotranscriptomic underpinnings of 115 

cleaning behavior are shared by both cleaner types is unknown.   116 

In general, the neural and molecular underpinnings of cooperative behavior like mutualistic 117 

cleaning (for review see: , 42, 43) remain poorly understood (44, 45). However, studies by Soares 118 

and colleagues have begun to illuminate the neuroendocrine mechanisms of cleaning behavior, 119 

with a particular focus on the Indo-Pacific bluestreak cleaner wrasse Labroides dimidiatus. For 120 

example, these authors showed that the nonapeptide arginine vasotocin (AVT, the non-mammalian 121 

homolog of arginine vasopressin) appears to inhibit cleaning behavior in L. dimidiatus (46),  122 

possibly via the V1a receptor subtype (47) and through modulation of their learning competence 123 

(48). While these studies have provided important insights into the regulation of mutualistic 124 

cleaning behavior, they have been limited to candidate neuroendocrine and neuromodulatory 125 

pathways and to one species that is most amenable to experimental manipulation. In fact, a 126 

systems-level understanding of cleaning behavior and its evolution based on genome-wide 127 

analyses of the gene co-expression networks is lacking. However, because RNA sequencing can 128 

be performed in principle on any tissue and species, neural transcriptomic comparisons across 129 
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species can test hypotheses of convergent evolution and identify candidate brain regions and novel 130 

candidate genes associated with specific behavior phenotypes.  131 

Even though the labrid brain has received little attention from neuroanatomists (but see 49, 132 

50), there is an evolutionarily conserved Social Decision-Making Network (SDMN) that is critical 133 

for evaluating stimulus salience and regulating sexual, aggressive, and parental behavior across 134 

vertebrates (51, 52). Two SDMN nodes that have been well studied for their role in spatial and 135 

social cognition, respectively, deserve particular attention in the context of a phenotype as complex 136 

as cleaning behavior. First, the medial pallium (which forms the hippocampus in mammals) plays 137 

a critical role in spatial memory in mammals (53–55) and has a functionally equivalent role in both 138 

avian and non-avian reptiles (56, 57) and teleost fish  (58–60). And second, the lateral pallium 139 

(which mainly comprises the basolateral amygdala in mammals) integrates multimodal sensory 140 

inputs and regulates affective and goal-directed behavior in mammals (61–63), similar to the 141 

situation in birds and reptiles (64) as well as teleosts (65). Together, the medial (area Dl in teleosts: 142 

lateral part of the dorsal telencephalon) and the lateral pallium (area Dm in teleosts: medial part of 143 

the dorsal telencephalon) are ideally suited for comparative analyses as they are complementary 144 

in function and reciprocally connected. 145 

It is clear that differences in the neural transcriptome underlie behavioral variation (66). In 146 

fact, coordinated expression of neural genes associated with convergently evolved behavioral 147 

phenotypes can be conserved across even distantly related species (Pfenning et al., 2014; Rittschof 148 

et al., 2014; Morandin et al., 2016; Renn et al., 2016, 2018; Young et al., 2019). However, linking 149 

transcriptomic and phenotypic variation across species requires an understanding of how gene 150 

expression evolves. First, transcriptomes are inherently noisy due to the stochastic nature of the 151 

biochemical reactions of transcription (67), and can be highly plastic in response to environmental 152 
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and physiological fluctuations (reviewed in: , 68), which can mask relevant evolutionary patterns 153 

depending on when and how samples are obtained and analyzed (69–71). Second, phenotypes can 154 

be altered by the changes in expression of individual genes or entire gene co-expression networks 155 

(72–77). Thus, evolutionary changes in temporal and spatial gene expression patterns (e.g., tissue 156 

or cell expression domains) over the course of ontogeny can result in the loss (addition) of genes 157 

from (into) existing gene co-expression networks, potentially influencing the phenotype (78, 158 

reviewed in: , 79). Finally, because like other complex traits, the transcriptome is shaped by 159 

stabilizing selection (80–82) and evolves via neutral or nearly neutral processes (e.g., drift; , 83), 160 

testing hypotheses of convergent evolution of phenotypes using transcriptomics data requires 161 

examination of differential expression and gene co-expression combined with rigorous 162 

phylogenetic comparative analyses and tests of appropriate null hypotheses (84, 85).  163 

Here, we combine differential gene expression, gene co-expression, and phylogenetic 164 

comparative analyses of the neural 165 

transcriptome to test two main 166 

hypotheses about the evolution and 167 

specialization of mutualistic cleaning 168 

behavior in Labridae wrasses. Targeting 169 

the brain regions associated with spatial 170 

and social cognition, we sequenced 171 

RNA extracted from the putative teleost 172 

homologs of the mammalian 173 

hippocampus and basolateral amygdala 174 

(areas Dl and Dm, respectively; , 51) 175 

Figure 1. The six species of wrasses (Labridae) selected 

for this study represent differences in cleaning activity 

(obligate cleaners, facultative cleaners, and non-

cleaners). The number of individuals sequenced for each 

species is shown in parentheses. The number of genes 

expressed in each species and shared across species at 

each node is shown. Estimated divergence times 

(millions of years ago) at each node were obtained from 

TimeTree (106, 107).  
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from six sympatric wrasse species that vary in mutualistic cleaning behavior including three non-176 

cleaning species, two facultative cleaning species, and one obligate cleaning species (Fig. 1).  We 177 

then tested two hypotheses: first, we hypothesized that the repeated evolution of facultative 178 

cleaning is accompanied by parallel neurotranscriptomic patterns beyond what is expected by 179 

chance and after correcting for phylogenetic non-independence among species. Second, we 180 

hypothesized that gene expression and co-expression patterns associated with facultative cleaning 181 

are shared and specialized in obligate cleaners. 182 

 183 

Results  184 

Gene expression quantification across species 185 

After pre-processing for quality control, 3’tagseq reads were mapped to the Nile tilapia 186 

(Oreochromis niloticus) coding sequences (Orenil1.0 Ensembl cDNA). Despite the evolutionary 187 

distance between the focal species and genomic reference (114 MYA) we obtained expression 188 

information for a large number of genes for each species (Fig. 1; Supplementary Table S1). In 189 

interspecific analyses, especially when multiple species are aligned to non-species-specific 190 

reference genomes, interpretation of zero read counts is confounded by the possibility of an 191 

inability to align reads due to sequence divergence. As a result, we filtered the gene set such that 192 

that each gene was expressed in at least one individual of each species. The resulting set of 10,451 193 

genes was used for all downstream analyses.  194 

 195 

Facultative cleaner species exhibit parallel gene expression profiles 196 

We tested the hypothesis that the repeated evolution of facultative cleaning is accompanied 197 

by parallel patterns of neural gene expression. We first performed a differential expression analysis 198 
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between the two facultative cleaner species (H. melanurus and T. lunare) and the three non-cleaner 199 

species (C. batuensis, H. melapterus, and L. unilineatus) with the aim of identifying genes 200 

consistently associated with facultative cleaning. We identified 973 (9.3%) differentially 201 

expressed genes (DEGs) after correcting for false discovery rate (adjusted p-value < 0.05), with 202 

670 genes showing increased expression and 203 

303 genes showing decreased expression in 204 

facultative cleaners as compared to non-205 

cleaners (Fig. 2A). To quantify the 206 

probability that this difference in expression 207 

between facultative cleaners and non-208 

cleaners is greater than expected by chance, 209 

we performed differential expression 210 

analysis for all 2 vs. 3 combinations of 211 

facultative and non-cleaner species. The 212 

number of DEGs identified in these nine 213 

additional comparisons ranged from 455 to 214 

981 genes (median = 641), suggesting that 215 

identifying 973 DEGs is somewhat unlikely 216 

(i.e., more DEGs than 9/10 comparisons; 217 

empirical cumulative distribution function, 218 

ecdf, p = 0.07; Fig. 2A; Supplementary Table S2). Of note, we found 981 DEGs when the two 219 

most closely related non-cleaner species (L. unilineatus and H. melapterus, both non-cleaners; Fig. 220 

1) are compared to the remaining three species (C. batuensis, H. melanurus, and T. lunare) 221 

Figure 2. 973 genes are differentially expressed 

between facultative cleaner and non-cleaner species 

(A). Pairwise species comparisons between all 

species pairs found fewer DEGs between the 

facultative cleaner species as compared to all other 

species pairs (B: gold diamond). 
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(Supplementary Table S2). To test explicitly whether the two facultative species (H. melanurus 222 

and T. lunare) are more similar to each other in gene expression profiles than to any other pair of 223 

species (including those that are more closely related), we performed a differential gene expression 224 

analysis of all pairwise species. We found that the two facultative species had significantly fewer 225 

DEGs (624; 0/14 comparisons, ecdf p = 0) compared to all other species pairs (median = 1132.5; 226 

Fig 2B).  227 

To identify high-level functions (i.e., KEGG pathways; , 86, 87) enriched in the 973 gene 228 

differentially expressed between facultative and non-cleaner species, we performed pathway 229 

analysis using pathfindR (88). 47 KEGG pathways were enriched in our differentially expressed 230 

genes including several broadly associated with synaptic function and plasticity, neuronal growth, 231 

and neurite elongation such as ribosomal biogenesis (89), ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis (90), 232 

extracellular matrix receptors (91), O-glycan biosynthesis (92), and mTOR signaling (93) 233 

(Supplementary Table S3). 234 

 235 

Gene co-expression analysis identifies a gene module robustly associated with independent 236 

transitions to facultative cleaning  237 

To further test the hypothesis that the repeated evolution of facultative cleaning is 238 

accompanied by parallel patterns of neural gene expression we used Weighted Gene Co-expression 239 

Network Analysis (WGCNA) of facultative and non-cleaner species. WGCNA of all 10451 genes 240 

yielded nine modules varying in size from 81 to 3016 genes (Fig. 3A). Welch’s t-test and ANOVA 241 

revealed a number of modules whose co-expression eigengene differs across facultative and non-242 

cleaner types (Supplementary Table S4). We found seven modules that differ significantly across 243 

species (Supplementary Figure S1; Supplementary Table S5). Only one module (magenta) differed 244 
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between facultative cleaners and 245 

non-cleaners after accounting for 246 

phylogenetic non-independence 247 

(F(1,44) = 274.6, p = 2.8e-20 ; 248 

phylogenetic ANOVA F = 326.7, p 249 

= 0.001; Fig. 3A and B; 250 

Supplementary Table S4). To 251 

assess the probability of identifying 252 

a module associated with cleaner 253 

type by chance, we used a 254 

permutation approach.  We 255 

resampled genes within each 256 

species and performed WGCNA 257 

followed by our downstream 258 

module-trait association tests. 1000 259 

iterations yielded a total of 7455 260 

pseudo-modules. None of the 261 

pseudo-modules were considered significant in the phylogenetic ANOVA of cleaner type. Thus, 262 

the probability of discovering, by chance, a module associated with the facultative cleaner 263 

phenotype, such as the magenta module, is very low (p < 7.5e-3).  264 

 265 

Integrative analysis uncovers candidate genes robustly associated with facultative cleaning 266 

Figure 3. Combining gene co-expression analysis and 

phylogenetic comparative analyses finds one co-expression 

module (magenta) significantly associated with facultative 

cleaning (A). The number of genes contained in each module 

is indicated by module size (A). Dashed lines indicated 

statistical support for the phylogenetic ANOVA at p < 0.1 

(black) and p < 0.05 (red) (A). Species-level co-expression 

comparisons reveal that the magenta module eigengene co-

expression is similar within cleaner type (e.g., between the two 

facultative cleaner species, gold) and significantly different 

across cleaner type comparisons (e.g., between non-cleaner 

and facultative species, grey and gold, respectively) (B). 

Significance between pairwise comparisons is indicated by the 

associated letters (B).  
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Finally, to identify gene expression signatures robustly associated with evolutionary 267 

transitions to facultative cleaning, we integrated analyses of evolutionary divergence  (Expression 268 

Variance and Evolution model (EVE): , 94), differential gene expression, and gene co-expression. 269 

First, we screened for genes with high intramodular connectivity in modules of interest. Identifying 270 

these so called hub genes provides a biologically motivated data reduction approach that has been 271 

shown to yield meaningful insight through identification of candidate genes and pathways (95, 96, 272 

e.g. see: , 97). Second, we used EVE analysis (94) to calculate evolutionary divergence scores (-273 

log10βi) to identify genes that exhibited higher than average interspecific variability indicative of 274 

evolutionary divergence. Specifically, genes with -log10βi greater than the -log10β shared across all 275 

10451 genes (-log10βshared = -0.675) were considered to have high interspecific variability. We 276 

found that the more highly connected hub genes of the facultative cleaning-associated magenta 277 

module were also differentially expressed (F(1,79) = 216.6, p = 2.2e-16) and exhibited high 278 

evolutionary divergence scores (F(1,79) = 67.08, p = 3.7e-12; Fig. 4A). Specifically, we identified 279 

41 differentially expressed magenta module genes with high interspecific variability as previously 280 

undescibed candidate genes associated with facultative cleaning (Fig. 4B; Supplementary Table 281 

S6). We were able to annotate 39 of these 41 genes with a molecular or cellular function. Of note, 282 

25 (61%) of these genes have been broadly implicated in neural development and function 283 

(highlighted in green font Fig 4B; Supplementary Table S6). 284 

 285 

Facultative and obligate cleaner species show concordant expression and co-expression patterns  286 

Next, we asked whether the one obligate cleaner species (L. dimidiatus) in our analysis 287 

displayed gene (co-)expression patterns that were concordant with those of the facultative cleaners 288 

described above. To do this, we first compared the obligate cleaner (L. dimidiatus) and the non-289 
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cleaner species (C. batuensis, H. melapterus, and L. unilineatus) and found 1091 (10.4%) DEGs 290 

with 696 genes showing increased expression and 395 genes showing decreased expression in the 291 

obligate cleaner species as compared to non-cleaners. We then compared differential gene 292 

expression between facultative cleaners and non-cleaners with differential expression in the 293 

obligate cleaner and non-cleaners (Supplementary Figure S2A). Specifically, we examined the 294 

intersection of four gene sets: (1) genes that were differentially expressed and directionally 295 

concordant in both differential expression analyses (973 DEGs in facultative versus non-cleaners 296 

and 1091 DEGs in obligate versus non-cleaners); (2) genes differentially expressed between 297 

facultative and non-cleaners (973 DEGs) and directionally concordant (but not significant) 298 

 
Figure 4. Gene connectivity in the facultative cleaner associated magenta module is positively correlated 

with expression divergence across species (F(1,79) = 67.08, p = 3.7e-12) and fold difference in expression 

between facultative and non-cleaners (F(1,79) = 216.6, p = 2.2e-16) (A). 41 magenta module genes were 

significantly differentially expressed between facultative and non-cleaner species and had higher than 

average expression divergence (A: red triangles). Overall, expression of these 41 candidate genes of 

facultative cleaner had higher expression in facultative cleaners as compared to non-cleaners (B). Cleaner 

type and species affiliation of each sample are shown using the color bar and letter annotation, respectively 

Candidate genes broadly associated with neural development and function, identified from the literature, 

are shown in green (B; Supplementary Table S6). Bootstrap support for sample clustering (B) is provided 

in Supplementary Figure S3. 
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between obligate and non-cleaners (9360 non-DEGs); (3) genes differentially expressed between 299 

facultative and non-cleaners (973 DEGs) and directionally discordant (but not significant) between 300 

obligate and non-cleaners (9360 non-DEGs, as above in 3); and (4) differentially expressed in both 301 

analyses (973 DEGs in facultative versus non-cleaners and 1091 DEGs in obligate versus non-302 

cleaners, as above in 1), but directionally discordant. Comparing differential expression analyses, 303 

we found that 197 of the 973 DEGs (20.2%) between facultative cleaner and non-cleaner species 304 

were also significant DEGs in the concordant direction between the obligate and non-cleaners, 305 

which is significantly more than expected by chance (Fig. 5A and B: 197/1091 DEGs in the 306 

obligate versus non-cleaner comparison; ecdf p = 3.1e-22). The expression of an additional 494 of 307 

these 973 DEGs (50.8%), while not significant, were concordant in the obligate versus non-cleaner 308 

species (Fig. 5A and B: 494/9360 non-DEGs in the obligate versus non-cleaner comparison; ecdf 309 

p = 1). Finally, only 18 of these 973 DEGs (1.8%) were significantly differentially expressed, but 310 

directionally discordant in the obligate versus non-cleaner comparison (Fig. 5A and B: 18/1091 311 

DEGs in the obligate versus non-cleaner comparison; ecdf p = 1) and 264 of these 973 DEGs 312 

(27.1%) were discordant between obligate versus non-cleaner species (Fig. 5A and B: 264/9360 313 

non-DEGs in the obligate versus non-cleaner comparison; ecdf p = 1).  In other words, cleaner-314 

level differential expression comparisons supported concordance of gene expression patterns in 315 

facultative and obligate cleaners (Fig5 A and B, dark blue). However, we did not find evidence for 316 

increased similarity in overall gene expression at the species level between facultative cleaners 317 

and the obligate cleaner species (Fig. 2B, upward triangles).  318 

 To further characterize gene co-expression changes associated with facultative cleaning 319 

or cleaning in general (i.e., obligate and facultative cleaners) we characterized maintenance of 320 
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gene co-expression patterns defined in the facultative cleaner and non-cleaner WGNCA (focal co-  321 

expression modules; Fig. 3) in WGCNA analyses including the obligate cleaner only (L. 322 

 

Figure 5. Concordance of expression (A and B) and co-expression patterns (C-E) in facultative 

and obligate cleaner species as compared to non-cleaner species. 71% of the 973 facultative 

versus non-cleaner DEGs, were expressed in the concordant direction in obligate versus non-

cleaners (A and B, blues). We found more genes than expected by chance (20.2%) were 

differentially expressed between facultative cleaner and non-cleaner species were also 

differentially expressed and directionally concordant in expression between obligate and non-

cleaner species (A, dark blue; 197 genes, p = 3.1e-22). We found overall strong module 

preservation across cleaner types of our focal WGCNA modules (C; Fig. 3). Gene connectivity 

of the facultative cleaning associated magenta module genes was highest in the obligate cleaner 

and lowest in non-cleaners (D; F(2,240) = 68.1; p = 3.8E-24) and differed across all pairwise 

combinations of cleaner types (Supplementary Table S8).  Further, gene connectivity in 

facultative cleaners was significantly correlated with connectivity in both the obligate cleaner 

and non-cleaners (E; non-cleaners versus facultative cleaners: Spearman’s ρ = 0.37; adjusted p 

= 0.001; facultative cleaners versus the obligate cleaner: Spearman’s ρ = 0.44; adjusted p = 

7.8E-5). Connectivity comparisons and associated statistics for all additional modules and non-

cleaners versus the obligate cleaner are provided in Supplementary Figure S4 and 

Supplementary Table S8. Dashed line indicates adjusted p-value < 0.05 (A). Strong 

preservation (black) indicates a Zsummary > 10, weak preservation (dark gray) indicates 2 < 

Zsummary > 10, and not preserved (light gray) indicates Zsummary < 2 (C). Significance between 

pairwise comparisons is indicated by the associated letters (D). Shading on the regression 

indicates the standard error (E). 
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dimidiatus), the facultative cleaners only (H. melanurus and T. lunare), and the non-cleaners only 323 

(C. batuensis, H. melapterus, and L. unilineatus). In general, the nine modules defined in the 324 

facultative and non-cleaner WGCNA (focal co-expression modules; Fig. 3) were preserved in the 325 

additional analyses (Fig. 5C). Of the 27 module comparisons across WGCNA analyses, we found 326 

18 module comparisons with strong preservation (Zsummary > 10), 6 module comparisons with weak 327 

preservation (2 < Zsummary > 10), and 3 module comparisons showing no evidence of preservation 328 

(Zsummary < 2) (after 98). Finally, we assessed differences in gene connectivity of genes from our 329 

nine focal co-expression modules in the obligate cleaner, the facultative cleaners, and the non-330 

cleaner. Because the magenta module was uniquely associated with facultative cleaners (Fig. 3), 331 

we focused on the connectivity of magenta module genes with all other genes in the transcriptome 332 

(kTotal) in the three cleaner types (all other modules are shown in Supplementary Figure S4 and 333 

Supplementary Table S8). We found that connectivity of magenta module genes was highest in 334 

the obligate cleaner and lowest in the non-cleaner species (Fig. 5D; F(2,240) = 68.1; p = 3.8E-24) 335 

and differed significantly between all pairwise cleaner types (non-cleaners versus facultative 336 

cleaners: t ratio = -2.34, adjusted p-value = 1.92E-2; non-cleaners versus the obligate cleaner: t 337 

ratio = -8.48, adjusted p-value = 7.31E-17; facultative cleaners versus the obligate cleaner: t ratio 338 

= -6.13, adjusted p-value = 1.31E-9). Further, we found that gene connectivity in facultative 339 

cleaners was significantly correlated with connectivity in both obligate and non-cleaner species 340 

(Fig. 5E; non-cleaners versus facultative cleaners: Spearman’s ρ = 0.37; adjusted p = 0.001; 341 

facultative cleaners versus the obligate cleaner: Spearman’s ρ = 0.44; adjusted p = 7.8E-5). One 342 

other module, the brown module (Fig. 3), exhibited a similar pattern of connectivity between 343 

cleaner types; however, effect sizes of connectivity differences and gene connectivity correlations 344 

between cleaner types were generally weaker, further statistical significance may reflect, in part, 345 
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increased power associated with larger module size (i.e., 1826 genes in the brown module versus 346 

81 genes in the magenta module; Supplementary Fig. S4; Supplementary Table S8); 347 

 348 

The obligate cleaner species L. dimidiatus shows no evidence of expression specialization or 349 

canalization compared to the facultative cleaner species 350 

To test the hypothesis that obligate cleaning is a specialization of facultative cleaning, we 351 

compared differential gene expression between facultative cleaners and non-cleaners with 352 

differential expression in the obligate cleaner and non-cleaners and obligate cleaner and facultative 353 

cleaners. To test the hypothesis that life history transitions from a juvenile cleaner state to non-354 

cleaner adult state in facultative cleaners is associated with increased variation in the 355 

neuromolecular bases of cleaning, we compared variation in gene expression between facultative 356 

and non-cleaner species (Fig. 2) in each facultative cleaning species (H. melanurus and T. lunare) 357 

compared to the obligate cleaner (L. dimidiatus). Neither expression differences (Supplementary 358 

Figure S5A and B) nor variation (Supplementary Figure S5C and D) between obligate (L. 359 

dimidiatus) and facultative cleaners (H. melanurus and T. lunare) support the hypotheses that 360 

obligate cleaning is a specialization or a canalized life history state of facultative cleaning. 361 

Specifically, DEGs between facultative and non-cleaners are not specialized (i.e., more 362 

differentially expressed) in the obligate cleaner (Supplementary Figure S5B). In addition, genes 363 

from the facultative cleaner associated magenta module are more (Supplementary Figure S5C) or 364 

equally variable (Supplementary Figure S5D) in the obligate cleaner (L. dimidiatus) as compared 365 

to two the facultative cleaning species.  366 

Discussion 367 
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In the present study, we took advantage of the repeated, independent evolution of 368 

mutualistic cleaning behavior in wrasses to test our main hypothesis that convergent evolution of 369 

complex behavioral phenotypes is facilitated – in part – by the similar modifications to conserved 370 

neurotranscriptomic mechanisms. Using 3’tag-based RNA sequencing, we quantified and 371 

compared gene expression and co-expression in the putative teleost homologs of the mammalian 372 

hippocampus and basolateral amygdala, broadly associated with spatial and social cognition (52, 373 

99, 100), in six species of Labridae wrasses that vary in mutualistic cleaning behavior (Fig. 1). By 374 

combining gene expression and co-expression analyses with phylogenetic comparative analyses 375 

and tests against appropriate null hypotheses, we first ask whether repeated evolution of facultative 376 

cleaning is accompanied by parallel neurotranscriptomic patterns beyond what is expected by 377 

chance and after correcting for phylogenetic non-independence among species. Second, we 378 

investigate whether gene expression and co-expression patterns associated with facultative 379 

cleaning are shared and specialized in obligate cleaners. Comparisons of gene expression and co-380 

expression across species and cleaner types provide strong support for shared neuromolecular basis 381 

of facultative cleaning and limited support for maintenance, but not specialization, of these neural 382 

transcriptomic patterns in the obligate cleaner species. Below we discuss these results and their 383 

implications for our understanding of mutualistic cleaning and cooperative behavior more 384 

generally as well as the mechanistic bases of convergent evolution of complex behavioral 385 

phenotypes. 386 

 387 

Parallel gene expression and co-expression patterns underlie independent the evolution of 388 

facultative cleaning 389 
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Our analysis of neural gene expression and co-expression patterns between species pairs and 390 

facultative cleaners and non-cleaners (Figs. 2-4) provides robust support for the hypothesis that 391 

shared neurotranscriptomic mechanisms underlie repeated evolution of facultative cleaning. First, 392 

we found that the facultative cleaning species exhibited significantly more similar neural 393 

transcriptomic patterns than any other pair of species regardless of evolutionary distance (Fig. 2B). 394 

Second, comparing combined facultative versus non-cleaners species, we found many genes 395 

differentially expressed, indicating high concordance of directional changes in expression in the 396 

facultative cleaner (973; Fig. 2A). In fact, only one other combination of species exhibited more 397 

differentially expressed genes (Supplementary Table S2). Comparing the two most closely related 398 

non-cleaner species to the remaining three species yield 981 differentially expressed genes, 399 

highlighting the role of evolutionary history in shaping gene expression patterns (13, 101, 102). 400 

Interestingly, the differential expression analysis revealed a strong directional bias between cleaner 401 

and non-cleaner comparisons. The number of genes exhibiting increased expression in the 402 

facultative cleaner species was more than double the number exhibiting decreased expression (Fig. 403 

2A). Similarly, nearly twice as many genes exhibiting increased expression in the obligate cleaner 404 

as compared to the non-cleaners (Supplementary Fig. 2A). Biased directional expression 405 

differences did not result from the unbalance design of the differential expression analysis (i.e., 406 

comparing two facultative to three non-cleaner species), as comparisons across all combinations 407 

of species revealed that the number of differentially expressed genes was not associated with the 408 

number of species included (Supplementary Table S2). Finally, we did not find similar bias in gene 409 

activation when comparing facultative and obligate cleaner species (Supplementary Fig. 2B). 410 

Thus, our results suggest that the evolution, but not specialization, of complex mutualistic cleaning 411 
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behavior is associated with increased gene activation in the putative teleost hippocampus and 412 

basolateral amygdala homologs targeted in our study.  413 

Given the role of stabilizing selection in transcriptome evolution (80–83) and the strong 414 

species-specific expression patterns (Supplementary Figure S1B and S7A), our finding of 415 

consistent directional bias in expression variation is notable; however, why a bias towards gene 416 

activation would accompany the evolution of mutualistic cleaning is unclear. A possible clue 417 

comes from the pathway analysis of genes differentially expressed between facultative cleaners 418 

and non-cleaners, which uncovered several KEGG pathways broadly associated with synaptic 419 

function and plasticity, neuronal growth, and neurite elongation (Supplementary Table S3). Thus, 420 

increased activity of these pathways in mutualistic cleaning species could reflect differences in 421 

learning-dependent synaptic plasticity (103) across species, amenable for future testing. 422 

Beyond similarity in expression of individual genes in the facultative cleaner species, using 423 

gene co-expression analysis (WGCNA), we found a gene co-expression module significantly 424 

associated with facultative cleaning after taking phylogenetic non-independence among species 425 

(Fig. 3). While this 81 gene module is relatively small, compared to the other modules defined by 426 

WGCNA (Fig. 3A), our permutation analyses revealed that discovering a module of any size 427 

(greater than the minimum modules size of 50 genes) associated with facultative cleaning after 428 

accounting for phylogenetic non-independence is highly unlikely. Moreover, expression of most 429 

co-expression modules (7 of the 9) diverge across species, underscoring the strong species signal 430 

present in the gene expression and co-expression patterns (Fig. 3; Supplementary Figures 1 and 8) 431 

and further highlighting the unique transcriptomic pattern captured by the magenta module.  432 

 433 

Integrative analysis uncovers candidate genes robustly associated with facultative cleaning 434 
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In general, the neural and molecular underpinnings of mutualistic cleaning behavior are poorly 435 

understood. However, some candidate neuroendocrine pathways have been implicated, with most 436 

studies focusing on females of the obligate cleaner species L. dimidiatus and finding evidence for 437 

a role of nonapeptides (arginine vasopressin, oxytocin), biogenic amines (serotonin, dopamine), 438 

and sex steroid hormones (estradiol, testosterone) in regulating different aspects of this behavior 439 

(for reviews see: Soares et al., 2010; Soares, 2017). It is important to note here that only the 440 

obligate cleaner, L. dimidiatus, engages in regular and frequent cleaning bouts throughout life, 441 

while the facultative cleaning species included in our analysis (T. lunare and H. melanurus) 442 

display cleaning behavior only as juveniles (38). Even though the candidate genes and pathways 443 

suggested by previous studies may well be critical in regulating frequency of cleaning or specific 444 

behavior during acute cleaning bouts at least in some cleaner species, we did not expect them to 445 

emerge in our analysis of the repeated evolution and specialization of mutualistic cleaning 446 

behavior, which indeed was the case. In fact, by sampling free swimming fish engaged in a variety 447 

of activities our study was designed to minimize any effects of ongoing behavior on our analysis, 448 

such that we could identify patterns of variation in constitutive expression of genes associated with 449 

the repeated evolution of facultative cleaning. Towards this goal, we integrated independent 450 

analyses including differential gene expression and co-expression with gene connectivity and 451 

expression diversification. We found that the highly-connected hub genes from the facultative 452 

cleaner associated magenta module were significantly more likely to be differentially expressed 453 

between facultative cleaners and non-cleaners and exhibited high evolutionary divergence (Fig. 454 

4). Specifically, forty-one facultative cleaning associated magenta module genes were both 455 

differentially expressed between facultative cleaners and non-cleaners and exhibited high 456 

evolutionary divergence relative to all other genes in the genome (Fig. 4). All 41 genes exhibiting 457 
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increased expression in the facultative cleaner species, again indicating a bias towards increased 458 

gene expression in the evolution of mutualistic cleaning behavior. Half of these genes are broadly 459 

associated with neural development and function (Fig. 4). To our knowledge, none of these 460 

candidate genes have been previously associated the mutualistic cleaning, facultative or obligate. 461 

Importantly, detailed descriptions of ecology, life history, and morphology of Labridae species 462 

clearly indicate that there is not a single such attribute – other than cleaning behavior – that is more 463 

similar between the two facultative cleaner species, T. lunare and H. melanurus, than any other 464 

species in our analysis (104, 105) (Supplementary Table S7). This observation suggests that the 465 

transcriptomic similarities we have discovered are indeed due to the shared behavioral strategy.  466 

 467 

Evidence of shared, but not specialization, of expression and co-expression among cleaner types   468 

Because species sampling was limited to one obligate cleaner species, L. dimidiatus, we 469 

were unable to integrate the obligate cleaner into our phylogenetic comparative analysis of 470 

cleaning-associated gene expression and co-expression patterns. However, we can ask whether 471 

facultative and obligate species share similar gene expression and co-expression pattern. In fact, 472 

we found gene expression patterns in the facultative and obligate cleaners to be quite concordant 473 

as compared to the non-cleaner species. 71% of the genes differentially expressed in facultative 474 

cleaners were expressed in the concordant direction in the obligate cleaner (Fig. 5A and B).  475 

Further, we found significantly more genes than expected by chance to be differentially expressed 476 

in the concordant direction in both facultative and obligate species as compared to non-cleaners 477 

(Fig. 5B). These results suggest that the molecular underpinnings of cleaning behavior are shared, 478 

at least in part, between obligate and facultative cleaners. While gene co-expression patterns (as 479 

determined by WGCNA) did show considerable module preservation across all three behavioral 480 
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types (Fig. 5C), when we then examined the genes contained in the magenta “cleaning” module 481 

(which we had previously found to be associated with facultative cleaning) more closely, we 482 

discovered that, compared to both facultative and non-cleaners, these genes were most highly 483 

connected with rest of the transcriptome in obligate cleaners (Fig. 5D,E). Given that only obligate 484 

cleaners regularly and frequently display cleaning as adults (the life stage at which we collected 485 

our samples off the reef), and given that any cleaning activity by facultative cleaners had ceased 486 

by the time they became adults (38), we speculate that the molecular and physiological processes 487 

supported by these genes might be more fully integrated with overall neural and behavioral activity 488 

in obligate cleaners.  489 

Because increased dependency on cleaning behavior is linked to increased behavioral, 490 

cognitive, and morphological specialization in wrasses (Barbu et al., 2011; Gingins and Bshary, 491 

2016; Baliga and Mehta, 2019), we asked whether a similar specialization will be evident in the 492 

neural transcriptome of the obligate cleaner species. We found no evidence for an increased 493 

specialization of cleaning-related gene expression. Though directionality of gene expression 494 

differences (relative to non-cleaners) was generally concordant between facultative and obligate 495 

cleaners (Fig. 5A and B), genes differentially expressed in facultative cleaners were not more 496 

differentially expressed in the obligate cleaner (Supplementary Figure S5B). Alternatively, 497 

because evolutionary transitions between juvenile and adult cleaners (obligate or facultative) are 498 

phylogenetically correlated it has been hypothesized that adult cleaning evolved from a juvenile 499 

cleaning state (38), perhaps by maintaining an early life history state via neoteny. Life history 500 

transitions from a juvenile cleaner state to non-cleaner adult may result in decreased canalization 501 

(i.e., a reduction in the tendency for similar phenotypes to emerge regardless of internal and 502 

external context) and a resultant increased variation in the neuromolecular bases of cleaning 503 
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behavior. While we find no evidence for increased variation in expression in the facultative species 504 

(Supplementary Figure S5C and D), testing the hypothesis that obligate cleaning reflects a 505 

heterochronic shift (i.e., maintenance of an early life history stage in the obligate cleaner) requires 506 

gene expression comparisons across developmental time points, which is beyond the scope of the 507 

present study. 508 

 509 

Conclusions 510 

Overall, our analyses reveal a strong evolutionary signal in neuromolecular gene expression 511 

across the six species of wrasse, suggest that mutualistic cleaning, broadly, is associated with an 512 

increase in neural gene expression, and provides robust support for the hypothesis that independent 513 

evolution of facultative cleaning is associated with shared neurotranscriptomic mechanisms. 514 

Further, we find that gene expression and co-expression patterns are conserved in an obligate 515 

cleaner; however, the specialized cleaning behavior and correlated cognitive phenotypes cannot 516 

be explained by increased specialization in expression of genes evolutionarily associated with 517 

cleaning behavior.  518 

 519 

  520 

Methods 521 

Study species and their ecological and life history attributes 522 

Six species of wrasses (Labridae) were selected for this study (Fig. 1): Labroides dimidiatus 523 

(obligate cleaner), Halichoeres melanurus (facultative cleaner), Thalassoma lunare (facultative 524 

cleaner), Hemigymnus melapterus (non-cleaner), Labrichthys unilineatus (non-cleaner) and Coris 525 

batuensis (non-cleaner). Species were selected after Gingins and Bshary (2016) because they 526 
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spread across the Labridae phylogenetic tree and represent differences in cleaning activity 527 

(obligate cleaners, facultative cleaners, and non-cleaners), which in turn are not correlated with 528 

any other, potentially confounding, ecological, morphological, or life history attributes. In fact, 529 

detailed comparisons of these and other wrasse species  (104, 105) have demonstrated that the 530 

facultative and obligate cleaner species do not share any attributes that the other species in our 531 

study lack. Estimated divergence times were obtained from TimeTree (106, 107).  532 

 533 

Sample collection, tissue processing, RNA extraction, and 3’Tag sequencing 534 

Samples were collected in August 2015 at Lizard Island Research Station, Great Barrier 535 

Reef, Australia. Employing hand and barrier nets (8 × 2 m; 1 cm mesh for large fish; and 2 m × 1 536 

m, 5 mm mesh size for small fish) scuba divers collected fish (Fig. 1) in plastic zip bag with 537 

sufficient water. After each single capture, fish were handed to a researcher on the boat in order to 538 

process the samples. Fish were measured (Supplementary Table S3) and killed immediately on the 539 

boat by cervical transection and whole heads were transferred into 30 mL conical tubes with 540 

RNALater (ThermoFischer, Waltham, MA, USA) to preserve the integrity of the RNA as logistical 541 

obstacles did not allow the use of dry ice or liquid nitrogen for flash-freezing the samples on the 542 

boat. The elapsed time between capture and death ranged from 6 to 28 minutes. After 3 hours (on 543 

average) in RNAlater, the samples were transferred into O.C.T. Compound (Sakura, Torrance, 544 

CA, USA) and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. At completion of sampling and preparations, all 545 

samples were shipped on dry ice to The University of Texas at Austin for further processing. 546 

We discovered that the short time the samples were stored in RNAlater caused the tissue 547 

to become too fragile to reliably micro-dissect specific brain regions. Instead, frozen heads were 548 

sectioned on a cryostat microtome into 300µm thick slices. The second most rostral slice of the 549 
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brain, containing pallial areas Dl and Dm (i.e., the putative teleost homologs of the mammalian 550 

hippocampus and basolateral amygdala, respectively (O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011), along with 551 

partial portions of septal and striatal territories, was collected and stored in 200ul of ice-cold 552 

homogenization buffer with 1-thioglycerol (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) and stored 553 

at -80C until further processing.  Total RNA was extracted from each sample using Maxwell 554 

16LEV simplyRNA tissue kit (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) following manufacturer 555 

instructions, including DNase treatment. RNA samples were then eluted into 40uL of nuclease-556 

free water. RNA integrity was confirmed using an Agilent BioAnalyzer and sequencing libraries 557 

constructed using 3’tag sequencing approach (108) for sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 558 

instrument (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). RNA quality control, library construction, and 559 

sequencing were performed by the University of Texas at Austin Genome Sequencing and 560 

Analysis Facility.  561 

 562 

Read preprocessing and alignment and gene expression quantification 563 

3’tagseq raw reads were preprocessed prior to alignment using the following pipeline. Briefly, 564 

custom perl scripts (after 109) using the FASTX-toolkit (110) and CUTADAPT v. 2.8 (111) were 565 

as used to remove reads with a homo-polymer run of “A”≥8 bases, retain reads with minimum 20 566 

bases, removal PCR duplicates – defined as sequences sharing the same degenerate header and 20 567 

bases of sequence – and filtered for quality (Phred quality score > 20 for 90% of the nucleotides). 568 

Preprocessed reads were aligned to the Oreochromis niloticus coding sequences (Orenil1.0 569 

Ensembl cds) using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (bwa-mem; 112) resulting in an average 570 

mapping percentage of 4.9%. In addition to the O. niloticus reference, reads were mapped to a de 571 

novo assembled brain transcriptome from the more closely related (58 million years diverged) 572 
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ocellated wrasse, Symphodus ocellatus (113). Mapping reads to the S. ocellatus de novo assembled 573 

contigs resulted in an increased overall mapping percentage (average contig mapping percentage 574 

19.4%) as compared to mapping to the O. niloticus reference; however, few reads mapped to 575 

contigs annotated with known gene ids (average gene mapping percentage, 1.3%). To facilitate 576 

downstream interpretation, the remaining analyses were done using gene counts from O. niloticus 577 

read mapping. Reads mapped to the O. niloticus were converted to counts using samtools (idxstats; 578 

114) and TMM normalized (115) using R package NOISeq (116). TMM normalized expression 579 

values were used for all downstream analyses. We filtered the gene set such that that each gene 580 

was expressed in at least one individual of each species. The resulting set of 10,451 genes was 581 

used for all downstream analyses.  582 

 583 

Phylogenetic comparative analysis of expression divergence (EVE model) 584 

The Expression Variance and Evolution (EVE) model was used to characterize 585 

evolutionary divergence in expression of each gene (94). The EVE model, parameterizes the ratio 586 

of intra- and interspecific variation of each gene across the phylogeny. Under stabilizing selection, 587 

this ratio (βi) for any specific gene should be equivalent to the mean βshared for all the genes across 588 

the transcriptome. βi > βshared indicates high relative intraspecific variation associated with 589 

plasticity or diversifying selection within species. βi < βshared indicates high divergence in 590 

expression across species associated with lineage-specific directional selection. Gene-specific β 591 

values were converted to “expression divergence scores” using a –log10 transformation. TMM-592 

normalized counts of each gene shared across all six species and the phylogeny of the six wrasse 593 

species included in our study (Fig. 1) were used as input data for the EVE model. Gene-specific βi 594 

and transcriptome βshared were calculated for all six species and for the five non-cleaner and 595 
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facultative cleaner species. To assess the effect of the obligate cleaner L. dimidiatus on gene 596 

divergence scores, we performed an EVE analysis on both all six species and on the five non-597 

cleaner and facultative cleaner species. Spearman’s rank correlation of gene-specific βi values 598 

calculated with and without the obligate cleaner demonstrated that the results were highly 599 

concordant (Supplementary Figure S6; Spearman’s ρ = 0.87, p < 2.2e-16).  600 

To assess the efficacy of the EVE model to target genes exhibiting different patterns of 601 

variation and diversification across species, we examined expression co-variance patterns among 602 

individuals and species for different subsets of genes including all genes and the genes with the 603 

top and bottom 1% expression divergence scores (Supplementary Figure S7). Not surprisingly, the 604 

genes with highest (top 1%) -log10βi values (i.e., genes whose expression is both variable and 605 

highly divergent between species) resulted in a robust hierarchical clustering of individuals by 606 

species (Supplementary Figure S7B). Conversely, when we selected the genes with the lowest 607 

(bottom 1%) -log10βi values (i.e., genes whose expression is variable but not divergent between 608 

species), hierarchical clustering did not reveal any robust patterns either by species or any other 609 

attribute (Supplementary Figure S7C). We calculated Pearson’s correlations in gene expression 610 

between all pairwise individuals. Individuals were clustered using 1-correlation and correlations 611 

were plotted in a heatmap using R package pheatmap (117). Cluster support values were generated 612 

by using R package pvclust (1000 permuations; , 118).  613 

 614 

Differential expression analysis of cleaner types and species 615 

Gene exhibiting differences in expression across cleaner types and species were identified 616 

using the R package limma (linear models for microarray data: , 119). For cleaner type 617 

comparisons, all individuals of a particular cleaner type were included as biological replicates even 618 
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if they were different species.  To determine whether there were more DEGs between the 619 

facultative cleaners (H. melanurus and T. lunare) and non-cleaners (C. batuensis, H. melapterus, 620 

and L. unilineatus) we performed all possible comparisons of those five species (nine comparison). 621 

We then quantified the probability of discovering the observed number of DEGs between the 622 

facultative cleaners and non-cleaners using the empirical cumulative distribution function (ecdf) 623 

in R. For species-level comparisons, we calculated the number of DEGs for each pairwise 624 

combination of species. To test the hypothesis that facultative species are more similar in gene 625 

expression than is expected by chance, we compared the number of DEGs between the two 626 

facultative species to the distribution of differentially expressed gene of all the remaining species 627 

pair combinations using ecdf in R as above. For all analyses, differential expression was defined 628 

by an FDR adjusted p-value < 0.05 unless otherwise indicated. We used TMM-normalized counts 629 

of the 10,451 genes as the input data set for all limma contrasts. 630 

 631 

KEGG pathway analysis 632 

To functionally characterize genes associated with facultative cleaning we performed pathway 633 

analysis using pathfindeR (88). Using the input gene set, pathfindR first identifies gene that are 634 

interconnected in protein-protein interaction network and second identifies pathways enriched in 635 

the interconnected sets. As recommended for analysis of non-human data, we used the StringDB 636 

functional protein association network for Oreochromis niloticus (120) to identify interconnected 637 

genes and identified KEGG pathways (86) enriched in those interconnected gene sets. Genes 638 

differentially expressed (at p-value < 0.05; 2254 genes) were included in the analysis. Because 639 

StringDB used gene symbols only those 1523 genes that could be converted from Oreochromis 640 

niloticus ENSEMBL ids could be include in the analysis. 641 
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 642 

Phylogenetic Comparative Analysis of Gene Co-expression 643 

To capture genes with correlated expression variation across individuals, species, and 644 

cleaner types, we performed a Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) (121) 645 

including the genes shared across all species. WGCNA clusters genes by expression similarity and 646 

summarizes gene co-expression as module eigengenes (i.e., the first principal component of all the 647 

genes in each co-expression module). Each eigengene is the linear combination of gene expression 648 

values that explains the most variation in the expression of the genes contained in the module. For 649 

all analyses, WGCNA was performed with a minimum modules size of 50 and soft power 650 

thresholds were determined using WGCNA’s softPower function.   651 

To identify modules associated with facultative cleaning, we performed WGCNA 652 

including the two facultative cleaner species and the three non-cleaner species (Fig. 1). We 653 

assessed changes in gene co-expression across species and cleaner types using a Welch’s t-test 654 

(due to unequal variances) or ANOVA depending on whether two or more groups were compared. 655 

For pairwise comparisons (e.g., among species) we used Tukey’s honest signal difference post hoc 656 

test for ANOVAs with F-statistics with significance at p < 0.05. For cleaner type comparison 657 

between facultative and non-cleaner species, we confirmed associations between cleaner type and 658 

module eigengene taking phylogenetic non-independence into account using a phylogenetic 659 

ANOVA. Phylogenetic ANOVA was performed with the R package phytools (122). A 660 

phylogenetic ANOVA could not confirm whether any modules associate with obligate cleaning 661 

due to the inclusion of only one representative obligate cleaner species (L. dimitiatus). To 662 

determine the probability of identifying WGCNA modules associated with any subset of species 663 

(e.g., facultative cleaners) by random chance we used a permutation approach. Specifically, to 664 
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maintain phylogenetic structure but disrupt gene co-expression, TMM normalized gene counts 665 

were sampled without replacement within each species. For each sampling iteration (n = 1000) we 666 

performed WGCNA. The resultant modules were tested for difference among species and cleaner 667 

types using an ANOVA or Welch’s t-test and phylogenetic ANOVA (as above). Significance of 668 

modules of interest was determined by comparing p-values from the observed WCGNA to the 669 

distribution of p-values generated in the permutation analysis. 670 

To identify candidate (hub) genes of interest we quantified intramodular connectivity 671 

(kWithin: the connectivity of each gene with all other genes in a focal module) of all genes from 672 

modules of interest – i.e., significantly associated with cleaner type after accounting for 673 

phylogenetic non-independence – using WGCNA’s intramodularConnectivity function.  674 

 675 

Candidate genes and gene functions robustly associated with facultative cleaners 676 

Genes robustly associated with facultative cleaners across analyses were identified as those 677 

differentially expressed between facultative and non-cleaner types (adjusted p-value < 0.05) and 678 

contained in modules of interest (i.e., significantly associated with cleaner type after accounting 679 

for phylogenetic non-independence). Using the primary literature, we highlight known, relevant 680 

functional associations of each candidate gene (Supplementary Table S6) 681 

 682 

Concordance of gene expression and co-expression across facultative and obligate cleaner species 683 

To determine whether gene expression patterns in the obligate cleaner species (L. 684 

dimidiatus) are concordant with patterns associated with facultative cleaning, we compared 685 

differential gene expression between facultative cleaners and non-cleaners with differential 686 
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expression in the obligate cleaner and non-cleaners. Significance in overlap of all sets was 687 

determined using a hypergeometic test using the R function (phyper).  688 

To ask whether gene co-expression network structure persist across cleaner types, we 689 

quantified preservation of the focal modules – defined in the WGCNA analysis including 690 

facultative and non-cleaner species only – in WGCNA analysis including only species from each 691 

cleaner type (i.e., the obligate cleaner L. dimidiatus, the facultative cleaners T. lunare and H. 692 

melanurus only, or the non-cleaners H. melapterus, L. unilineatus, and C. batuensis). Module 693 

preservation is quantified as the Zsummary using the modulePreservation in WGCNA. Zsummary 694 

integrates multiple preservation statistics into a single overall measure and can be used to 695 

determine conservation of gene connectivity of modules of interest across distinct WGCNA 696 

analyses (121). The higher the value of a Zsummary the more preserved the gene connectivity of the 697 

module across analyses, with values greater than ten considered strongly preserved, values 698 

between two and ten considered weakly preserved, and values less than two considered not 699 

preserved (121). To further characterize preservation of gene connectivity in cleaner species, we 700 

compared gene connectivity (kTotal) of genes from focal modules (Fig. 3) in WGCNA performed 701 

on non-cleaners, facultative cleaners, and the obligate cleaner alone. kTotal was calculated using 702 

WGCNA’s intramodularConnectivity function and measures connectivity of each gene with all 703 

other genes in the transcriptome. We asked whether gene connectivity of each module different 704 

among cleaner types using ANOVA followed by estimated marginal mean and Cohen’s D effect 705 

size posthoc pairwise comparisons between cleaner types (Fig. 5D; Supplementary Figure S4; 706 

Supplementary Table S8) using the R packages emmeans (123) and rstatix (124), respectively. 707 

Spearman’s rank correlation was used to determine similar of gene connectivity between all 708 

pairwise cleaner types for genes in each focal module (Fig. 3) independently. Spearman’s rank 709 
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correlations were performed using the rcorr function from R package Hmisc (125) and p-values 710 

were adjusted for multiple hypothesis testing using R stats function p.adjust and the Benjamini-711 

Hochberg method.  712 

 713 

No evidence of expression specialization or canalization in the obligate cleaner species 714 

To test the hypothesis that obligate cleaning is a specialization of facultative cleaning, we 715 

compared differential gene expression between facultative cleaners and non-cleaners with 716 

differential expression in the obligate cleaner and facultative cleaners. We asked whether the 973 717 

DEGs between facultative cleaner and non-cleaner species, the 197 DEGs shared and directionally 718 

concordant in facultative and obligate cleaners versus non-cleaners, and differentially expressed 719 

magenta module genes exhibited additional specialization in expression (i.e., were more 720 

differentially expressed) in obligate versus facultative cleaners using a Spearman’s Rank 721 

correlation. To test the hypothesis that life history transitions from a juvenile cleaner state to non-722 

cleaner adult state in facultative cleaners is associated with increased variation in the 723 

neuromolecular bases of cleaning, we tested for equivalence between species in expression 724 

variation for all 973 DEGs, 197 DEGs shared and directionally concordant in facultative and 725 

obligate cleaners versus non-cleaners, and magenta module genes using the TOSTtwo function of 726 

the TOSTER package in R (126).  727 

 728 

Availability of Data and Materials 729 

All sequence data in this publication will be deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology 730 

Information Gene Expression Omnibus. All metadata and scripts used to analyze data and generate 731 
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figures will be publicly available on the Texas Data Repository at the time of publication and upon 732 

request prior to publication by an editor or reviewer. 733 
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Supplementary Tables and Figures 1025 

All supplementary tables are provided in Youngetal_SupplementaryTables.xlsx 1026 

 1027 

Supplementary Table S1. Number of genes and read mapping percentages by species. Number 1028 

of comparable genes across species shown in Figure 1. 1029 

 1030 

Supplementary Table S2. Number of DEGs in all two by three species comparisons. The 1031 

comparison of facultative and non-cleaner species shown in Figure 2A is bolded.  1032 

 1033 

Supplementary Table S3. 47 KEGG pathways enriched in genes differentially expressed (p-value 1034 

< 0.05) between the facultative cleaner and non-cleaner species.   1035 

 1036 

Supplementary Table S4. Variation in module eigengene expression between facultative cleaners 1037 

and non-cleaners. Welch’s t-statistics, phylogenetic ANOVA F-statistics, and p-values for all 1038 

modules a provided. Modules are identified by color and size indicates the number of genes in 1039 

each module. Significance at p < 0.05 after accounting for phylogenetic independence is indicated 1040 

in bold. 1041 

 1042 

Supplementary Table S5. Variation in module eigengene expression across species. ANOVA F-1043 

statistics and p-values are provided for all modules and Tukey’s honest signal difference post hoc 1044 

pairwise species q-statistics and p-values are provided for significant pairwise comparisons from 1045 

modules with an ANOVA p-value < 0.05. Modules are identified by color and size indicates the 1046 

number of genes in each module. Significance at p < 0.05 is indicated in bold.  1047 

  1048 
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Supplementary Table S6. Candidate genes associated with independent transitions to facultative 1049 

cleaning. ENSEMBL IDs, Gene IDs, functional annotations from GeneCards (127) and PubMed, 1050 

log2 fold difference and associated adjusted p-value between facultative cleaners and non-cleaner, 1051 

magenta module intramodular connectivity, and EVE model negative log10 beta values are 1052 

provided for each gene. 1053 

 1054 

Supplementary Table S7. Behavioral, ecological, life history, and morphological attributes of the 1055 

six focal species included in this analysis. Lengths were measures from individuals sampled as 1056 

part of this study. All other attributes were obtained from previous studies (40, 104, 105).  1057 

 1058 

Supplementary Table S8. Results of an analysis of variance (ANOVA) comparing focal module 1059 

gene connectivity across cleaner types, estimated marginal mean and Cohen's D effect size posthoc 1060 

pairwise comparisons of connectivity (kTotal) between cleaner types, and correlation of gene 1061 

connectivity between cleaner types. Genes from all nine focal modules differed significantly across 1062 

cleaner types (indicated with an asterisks); however, modules differed in the directionality and 1063 

effect size of overall connectivity differences (t ratio and Cohen’s D; Supplementary Fig. S4) as 1064 

well as correlation of gene connectivity scores (Spearman’s rho).  1065 
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 1066 

  1067 

Supplementary Figure S1. Seven gene co-expression modules differed across species (A). The 

number of gene contain in each module is indicated by module size (A). Dashed lines indicated 

statistical support for the ANOVA at p < 0.1 (black) and p < 0.05 (red) (A). Species-level co-

expression comparisons illustrate differences in module eigengene expression across species. 

Species are colored by cleaner type (non-cleaner and facultative species, grey and gold, 

respectively). The magenta module is plotted in Figure 3B (B). Significance between pairwise 

comparisons is provided in Supplementary Table S5. 
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 1068 

Supplementary Figure S2. Differential gene expression between obligate and non-cleaner 1069 

species (A) and obligate and facultative cleaner species (B).  1070 

  1071 
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 1072 

  1073 

 

Supplementary Figure S3. Approximately unbiased p-values (red) and bootstrap 

probabilities (green) for sample clustering by facultative cleaning candidate gene expression 

Fig. 4B. Height indicates 1-correlation. While facultative cleaners Halichoeres melanurus 

(MEL) and Thalassoma lunare (LYR) cluster together, non-cleaners Hemigymnus 

melapterus (BLA), Coris batuensis (CHO), and Labrichthys unilineatus (TUB) cluster by 

species affiliation. 
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 1074 

 1075 

Supplementary Figure S4.  Differences in gene connectivity across cleaner types. Gene 1076 

connectivity (kTotal) was obtained from WGCNA on each cleaner type independently Connectiviy 1077 

was compared for genes in each of our nine focal modules (Figure 3). We found that gene from 1078 

two focal modules (magenta and brown) exhibited highest connectivity in the obligate cleaner and 1079 

lowest connectivity in the non-cleaner species (Figure 5D; Supplementary Table S8). Further, gene 1080 
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connectivity was correlated in all pairwise comparisons of cleaner types (Figure 5E; 1081 

Supplementary Table S8). Means and standard deviations are shown as dots and whiskers within 1082 

each violin plot. Modules are arranged in order of size (i.e., number of genes) with magenta being 1083 

the smallest module and turquoise the largest (Figure 3). 1084 

  1085 
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 1086 

   1087 

Supplementary Figure S5. Patterns of expression differences and variation between obligate (L. 1088 

dimidiatus) and facultative cleaners (H. melanurus and T. lunare) with the non-cleaner species 1089 

indicate significant correlations in expression of facultative cleaning related, differentially 1090 

expressed genes (grey: Spearman’s ρ = 0.50, p < 2.2e-16; blue: Spearman’s ρ = 0.93, p < 2.2e-16), 1091 

but not magenta module genes (magenta: Spearman’s ρ = 0.24, p = 0.12) (A). Neither expression 1092 

differences (B) nor variation (C and D) between obligate (L. dimidiatus) and facultative cleaners 1093 

(H. melanurus and T. lunare) support the hypotheses that obligate cleaning is a specialization (B) 1094 

or a canalized life history state (C and D) of facultative cleaning. We found a negative correlation 1095 

between gene expression differences in facultative and non-cleaner species versus obligate and 1096 
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facultative species for all differentially expressed genes (B, grey: Spearman’s ρ = -0.77, p < 2.2e-1097 

16), genes differentially expressed in both facultative cleaners and the obligate cleaner as 1098 

compared to the non-cleaner species (B, blue: Spearman’s ρ = -0.18, p = 0.011), and genes 1099 

differentially expressed and contained in the facultative cleaner-associated magenta module (B, 1100 

magenta: Spearman’s ρ = -0.31, p = 0.046). Genes from the facultative cleaner associated magenta 1101 

module are more (B) or equally variable (C) in the obligate cleaner (L. dimidiatus) as compared to 1102 

two the facultative cleaning species. The 973 DEGs between facultative and non-cleaner species 1103 

are slightly less variable (C) or equally variable (D) in the obligate cleaner (L. dimidiatus) as 1104 

compared to the facultative cleaning species. For all DEGs and for the magenta module genes, 1105 

variation between the facultative cleaners (H. melanurus and T. lunare) and the obligate cleaner 1106 

(L. dimidiatus) differed significantly from zero (C, H. melanurus – DEGs: t(2045.5) = -4.1, p-value 1107 

= 5.0e-5 and magenta genes: t(112.7) = -5.5, p-value = 2.1e-7; D, T. lunare – DE genes: t(2061.9) = -1108 

9.6, p-value = 1.7 e-21 and magenta genes: t(116.3) = -6.0, p-value = 2.2e-8) and did not exhibit 1109 

equivalent variance (C, H. melanurus – DE genes: t(2045.5) = -2.9, p-value = 0.998 and magenta 1110 

genes: t(112.7) = -5.5, p-value = 1.0; D,  T. lunare – DE genes:  t(2061.9) = -8.5, p-value = 1.0 and 1111 

magenta genes: t(116.3) = -5.7, p-value = 1.0). In comparison with H. melanurus, there was a small 1112 

reduction in variation in L. dimidiatus when all DEGs were compared and in comparison with T. 1113 

lunare there was a very small reduction in variation in L. dimidiatus when the magenta DEGs were 1114 

compared, providing very limited support for expression canalization (i.e., a reduction in 1115 

variability). For the 197 DEGs shared and directionally concordant in both the facultative and 1116 

obligate cleaner versus non-cleaner comparison variation between the facultative cleaners (H. 1117 

melanurus and T. lunare) and the obligate cleaner (L. dimidiatus) did not differ significantly from 1118 

zero (C, H. melanurus – shared, directionally concordant DEGs – t(391.5) = 0.44, p-value = 0.33; D, 1119 
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T. lunare – shared, directionally concordant DEGs – t(390.3) = -1.4, p-value = 0.06).Variation in 1120 

expression is quantified as the coefficient of variation (C and D). Dashed lines indicate the 1121 

expression rank at which DEGs change from decreased to increased expression (A and B) or 1122 

indicate equivalent CVs on the x- and y-axes (C and D). For all plots, 973 DEGs between 1123 

facultative and non-cleaner species are shown in grey, DEGs shared and directionally concordant 1124 

in obligate vs. non-cleaners are blue, magenta module genes are magenta, and shading indicates 1125 

standard error.  1126 
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  1127 

 

Supplementary Figure S6. EVE analysis on all six species and on the five non-cleaner and 

facultative cleaner species were highly concordant. Spearman’s rank correlation of gene-

specific βi values calculated with and without the obligate cleaner are significantly positively 

correlated (Spearmans ρ = 0.87, p < 2.2e-16). 
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Supplementary Figure S7. Sample clustering with all genes (A), the 105 genes with the lowest 1129 

interspecific divergence (highest 1% beta values) (B), and the 105 genes with the highest 1130 

interspecific divergence (lowest 1% beta values) (C). Clustering individual samples using genes 1131 

identified as having low evolutionary divergence relative to other gene in the transcriptome 1132 

results in loss of clustering by species affiliation (B). Clustering of samples by genes identified 1133 

as having high evolutionary divergence relative to other genes in the transcriptome group by 1134 

species and additionally group the facultative cleaning species (C). Correlation matrix of all 1135 

samples is generated using Spearman’s rank correlation. Correlation strength is indicated by 1136 

intensity of color. Colored bars indicate species and cleaner type affiliations.  1137 

 1138 


